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Abstract

Manual material handling (MMH) activities utilize human’s effort with minimal aid from mechanical devices. MMH is typically associated with poor lower back posture which can lead to lower back injury. The likelihood to develop musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) increases when poor working posture exist in combination with repetition and/or forceful exertion. In manual transfer activity, the distance between lifting origin and destination could affect workers’ exposure on poor lower back working posture. An experimental study was conducted to investigate the effect of transfer distance to lower back twisting and bending pattern in manual transfer activity. Positional body joints data of 26 male subjects were captured using the combination of motion capture (MOCAP) system with MVN studio software. Calculated data were plotted against time to track subjects’ lower back twisting and bending behavior. In general, longer transfer distance would result in smaller twisting angle but higher bending angle. Statistical analysis in this study suggests 0.75 m to 1.00 m as the optimum transfer distance to balance lower back twisting and bending exposure on workers. This study is envisioned to provide insights for practitioners to consider space requirements for MMH activity to minimize lower back twisting and bending, and consequently the development of MSDs.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Manual material handling (MMH) is used widely in various industries, especially in developing countries as a mean to transfer any physical material from one place to another. MMH, which relies heavily on human’s physical effort through various activities such as lifting, pushing, and carrying is considered to be one of the most common causes of occupational fatigue and lower back injury [1, 2, 3]. From ergonomic perspective, there are multiple risk factors associated with MMH including poor working posture and forceful exertion [4, 5]. Strenuous handling activity that demands workers to adopt poor posture adds internal stress on muscles, tendons, ligaments, and joints, thus increasing the likelihood for the worker to develop Work-related Musculoskeletal Disorders (WMSDs) after prolonged exposure to MMH [6, 7, 8, 9].

WMSDs are pain, injury, and damages on human’s muscular system due to work demands [10]. WMSDs affect muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints, nerves, and other components in the muscular system, eventually limiting the motion of affected body parts. According to annual report from Social Security Organisation Malaysia (2014), a total of 675 accidents associated with WMSDs were recorded in 2014 as opposed to 238 and 14 in 2010 and 2006 respectively [11]. This indicates an increasing trend at an alarming rate. One of the main contributing factors of MSDs is heavy, manual material handling activity [12]. Trunk extension and twisting in MMH activities has been documented by researches as established risk factors to WMSDs [13, 6].

Workers exposure to lower back twisting, bending, and other poor body posture during MMH can be minimized through ergonomic interventions in their workplace. Through effective ergonomic interventions, musculoskeletal health related issues may be reduced, and work productivity may be improved [14, 15, 16]. In addition, proactive ergonomic application during front end engineering design stage has been demonstrated to generate the best outcomes in terms of work quality and productivity [17]. Ergonomic interventions consider multiple factors including work area layout, working space, lift heights, task frequency, and many more to maximized the compatibility between workers and work tasks [18, 19]. For example, an experimental study conducted by Mehta (2013) demonstrates that trunk extension and twisting degree can be controlled by separating the distance between lifting origin and destination [20]. In wider transfer distance, subjects are cognitively encouraged to step and turn their entire body thus reducing axial twisting and forward bending on the spine.

While increasing lifting origin and destination is shown to reduce lower back twisting and bending, the downside is that it uses more space and decrease material handling efficiency in term of task completion duration. In addition, ergonomics awareness and work habits can also affect twisting and bending behaviors. Joints motion and back loading when performing MMH task can differ from one individual to another [21]. Hence, this study aims to investigate the effect of different transfer distance requirements to lower back twisting and bending behavior during repetitive transfer task. The outcome of this study is envisioned to provide general insight on optimum distance range that can be utilized in front end workstation design process.

2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Overview

Randomized repeated measure experiment was designed to investigate the effect of transfer distances to lower back twisting and bending behavior during manual handling activities. Independent variable set in this study was the transfer distances at 4 levels (0.50 m, 0.75 m, 1.00 m, and 1.25 m). Dependent variables
were the corresponding subjects’ lower back twisting and bending angles data. These data were collected through the use of body motion capture system XSENS (XSENS Technologies, Netherlands), which utilized multiple accelerometers located on different body joints to capture acceleration data on different body parts. Open source programming software, Processing, was used to convert acceleration data from XSENS into positional x, y, and z coordinates. These coordinates were collected continuously throughout the manual handling activities at a sampling rate of 30 Hz. Trigonometric equations were utilized to translate collected coordinates in space into lower back twisting and lateral bending behavior for each subject. Statistical and observational analyses were conducted to evaluate the differences in the effect of transfer distances to lower back twisting and bending patterns, across subjects.

2.2 Subjects

A total of 26 subjects ranging from 23 – 24 years old (Mean = 23.88, SD = 0.35) were recruited in this study. All participants were screened to ensure that they do not have prior musculoskeletal history that could affect the way they perform the manual handling task including any injuries or existing pain that might restrict their normal range of motion.

2.3 Data Collection

Each subject was asked to fill the consent and demographic forms upon arrival, before being fitted into wearable XSENS suit. Each subject was instructed to transfer four boxes weighing 10.9 kg from station 1 to station 2, as per experimental setup shown in Figure 1. The set weight was based on another similar study conducted among American population [20]. Lift origin and destination are fixed at 0.83 m height from floor. This height represents elbow height of Malaysian population, at 5th percentile [22]. The horizontal distance between the two stations are adjusted accordingly at 0.5 m, 0.75 m, 1.0 m, and 1.25 m. Experimental treatment orders were arranged using counterbalancing technique to minimize potential confounding bias.

Each subject was asked to complete few rounds of practice before data commencement begins. No specific instruction was given on handling technique, and each subject was instructed to perform handling at a self-determined normal pace. These practice rounds are crucial to ensure that subjects use consistent lifting strategy throughout the experiment, as well as to use specific transfer strategies they are most comfortable with. Positional data were then collected as each subject performed 4 repetitions of box transfer task from station 1 to station 2, for all 4 transfer distances, as shown in Figure 2.

2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

2.4.1 Processing Lower Back Twisting & Bending Data

Raw acceleration data of left hip, right hip, left shoulder, and right shoulder from each subject were obtained from XSENS system, before being processed through the Processing software, where an algorithm was developed to convert raw acceleration data into positional data. Trigonometric methods were used to determine low back bending and twisting angles, from the extracted positional data. The angle differences between two intersecting hip and shoulder lines was calculated and plotted (from ‘top view’) using Microsoft Excel with respect to time as ‘lower back twist angle’. These plots show lower back twisting pattern on each subject throughout manual handling activity process. Some data point samples from calculation were verified using Cinema 4D software (MAXON Computer GmbH, Germany) which has a proprietary algorithm to view (but not extract) data angles directly from XSENS data. Similarly, positional data of hip and chest were extracted to track subject’s lower back bending pattern. The angle between hip-chest line and horizontal x-axis was calculated and plotted (from ‘side view’) with respect to time as ‘lower back bending angle’. Data point samples from calculation were also verified using Cinema 4D software. Absolute twisting and bending magnitude were then calculated by extracting the
maximum and minimum angles of twisting and bending.

2.4.2 Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics analyses were performed on absolute twisting and bending magnitude for each subject. Normality of data was checked prior to statistical analysis. Mauchly’s test was conducted to prove sphericity assumption and repeated measures ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni correction were conducted to check if there are any significant differences on twisting and bending magnitude across different transfer distance. The analyses were conducted using JASP statistics packages (Wagenmakers, Amsterdam). In addition, observational analysis was conducted on lower back twisting and bending behavior to check for occurrence of repeated patterns such as symmetrical and asymmetrical lower back twisting.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Descriptive Statistics on Lower Back Twisting and Forward Bending behaviors

In this study, lower back twisting is calculated as the angle between two intersecting lines: right to left shoulder line and right to left hip line, in which the lines are plotted from top view. On the other hand, lower back bending is calculated from the angle between shoulder-hip line and horizontal line, in which the lines are plotted from side view. Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of average twisting and bending angle across 26 subjects. Early analysis on the table suggests that as transfer distance increases, twisting angle decreases whereas bending angle increases.

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation of average twisting and bending angle (n=26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer Distance (m)</th>
<th>Twisting Angle (*)</th>
<th>Bending Angle (*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>65.394</td>
<td>11.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>64.656</td>
<td>12.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>54.455</td>
<td>10.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>55.274</td>
<td>9.233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twisting magnitude values represent the sum of maximum twist angle in both left and right direction for each subject. In general, the data indicates that twisting angle decreases as transfer distance increases. The descriptive data shows similarity of twisting magnitude between 0.50 m and 0.75 m, as well as between 1.00 m at 1.25 m. However, there is a noticeable difference of approximately 10° twisting angle between 0.50 m / 0.75 m and 1.00 m / 1.25 m transfer distances.

Similarly, graphs were plotted from relevant positional data of all 26 subjects to track their lower back bending behavior. From side view, the average angle between upper body and horizontal line were calculated and plotted throughout manual handling activity as subject’s bending angle against time. The absolute maximum bending magnitude for different transfer distances across all subjects showed consistent and distinctive behavior. In general, subjects adopted minimum bending angle at shortest transfer distance (0.5 m) and maximum bending angle at longest transfer distance (1.25 m). As transfer distance increases from 0.5 m to 1.25 m, the reach distance between subjects and loads increases thus forcing them to adopt larger lower back bending angle during manual handling activity.

3.2 Test of Significance

Processed data were found to meet normality assumption. Mauchly’s test conducted using JASP statistics package showed good sphericity assumption for both lower back twisting (p = 0.603) and lower back bending (p = 0.766). Repeated measures ANOVA to test the pairwise comparison show significant effect of different transfer distances on lower back twisting values at p < 0.001. The repeated measures ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni correction showed significant differences on all transfer distances except for 0.5 m vs 0.75 m and 1.0 m vs 1.25 m. Results of significance test for lower back twisting are as tabulated in Table 2 below.

Table 2 Post-hoc analysis results for lower back twisting between different transfer distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of transfer distances (m)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P (Bonf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50 - 0.75</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>1.774</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 - 1.25</td>
<td>1.904</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 - 1.00</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>2.492</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 - 1.00</td>
<td>-0.818</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>-0.708</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signifies significant statistical difference.

Similarly, repeated measures ANOVA showed significant effect of different transfer distances on lower back bending values at p < 0.001. The repeated measures ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni correction showed significant differences on all transfer distances except for 0.5 m vs 0.75 m. Test of significance results for lower back bending are as tabulated in Table 3 below.

Table 3 Post-hoc analysis results for lower back bending between different transfer distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of transfer distances (m)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P (Bonf)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50 - 0.75</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>1.774</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 - 1.25</td>
<td>1.904</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 - 1.00</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>2.492</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 - 1.00</td>
<td>-0.818</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>-0.708</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signifies significant statistical difference.
Table 3 Post-hoc analysis results for lower back bending between different transfer distances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of transfer distances (m)</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P$_{bonf}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.50 0.75</td>
<td>-2.494</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>-3.971</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 0.75</td>
<td>-6.853</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>-10.894</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 0.75</td>
<td>-11.259</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>-18.279</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 1.00</td>
<td>-4.359</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>-7.939</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 1.25</td>
<td>-8.766</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>-11.669</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 1.25</td>
<td>-4.407</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>-7.883</td>
<td>&lt;.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Signifies significant statistical difference.

3.3 Observational Analysis on Twisting & Bending Behavior

Overall, data shows that as transfer distance increases, twisting angle decreases. Subjects are likely to turn the whole body rather than adopting hip twisting motion in longer transfer distance. On a closer look, the observational analysis revealed that all subjects in this study can be categorized into one of three different groups of twisting styles according to their lower back twisting behavior. Subjects categorized as ‘Group 1’ (35% of subject population), adopted a more symmetrical twisting behavior. The subjects in this group were observed to ground their lower limbs at the middle of the transfer distance with fluid hip twist angle when twisting.

On the other hand, group 2 (35% of subject population) were observed to adopt asymmetric twisting angle at shorter transfer distance and shifted to more symmetrical twist angle at longer transfer distances. Asymmetrical twisting angle suggests more fixated feet movement and lower hip twist angle as opposed to subjects in group 1. This observation can be verified through closer look on positional data. As demonstrated in Figure 3 (top), subject #3 from Group 1 shows consistent symmetrical lower back twisting. Twisting angle graph shows decreasing magnitude as transfer distance increases. In contrast, subject #9 from Group 2 adopted asymmetrical twisting magnitude (dominant on one twist direction) at shortest transfer distance (0.5 m) but shifted to more symmetrical twisting magnitude at longest transfer distance (1.25 m) as shown in Figure 3 (bottom).

Lastly, group 3 (30% of subject population) was observed to show a twisting style that is a combination of subjects both from group 1 and 2. The data generally shows inconsistent trend in both twisting magnitude and twisting direction across different transfer distances as shown in Figure 4.

Unlike lower back twisting where subjects adopted different twisting behavior, the trend of lower back bending behavior was generally observed to be consistent for all subjects. At short transfer distance, subjects adopted minimum forward bending angle. As transfer distance increases, subjects adopted forward bending at higher degree to reach and transfer load from lifting origin to lifting destination. Figure 5 below demonstrates increasing bending angle as transfer distance increases for subject #10.
Figure 5  Bending angle for subject #10 shows increasing bending angle as transfer distance increases (typical to all subjects)

3.5 Discussion

The current study is one of the few studies that looked into the effect of transfer distance on lower back twisting and bending patterns in manual transfer task. Some subjects (categorized as group 1 in this study) were observed to adopt dynamic feet and hip movements, when space permits. Similarly, previous experimental study conducted by Plamondon et. al. (1995) on spine moment during asymmetrical lifting finds that human body would naturally adopt more flexible hip twist in order to compensate lower back twisting during manual transfer task [23]. However, different degree of hip twist compensation is observed in the current study. Subjects categorized in group 2 generally had more fixated feet and hip movement especially when space was limited. In longer transfer distances (where space permits), the subjects in group 2 adopted a more dynamic feet and hip movement similar to subjects categorized in group 1.

In order for a subject to transfer a load located in front to a destination located behind, the subject naturally lifted one foot as he turned and planted it to a point where he could reach the final point comfortably. Up to this point, lower back twist was observed to be consistent at near 0° as subject twisted their hip to compensate upper body rotation. As shown in Figure 6, this sequence is generally typical to all subjects during the initial transfer tasks cycle with some variance on hip twist angle. In this experiment, hip twist angle is defined as the subject’s hip angle during lifting relative to hip’s initial position. Once the first load was transferred, subject generally planted their feet and adopted lower back twisting back and forth to complete manual transfer task as demonstrated in Figure 7. Hip twist angle affected subject’s maximum lower back twisting angle in both left and right direction. In this study, different hip twist values were observed across different transfer distances for all subjects thus affecting their lower back twisting behavior.

Figure 6 Typical lower back twisting sequence during initial transfer task (load #1) and their corresponding points on Twisting Angle graph. Notice that lower back twist angle remains constant as subject twist his hip and move his feet around

Figure 7 Typical lower back twisting sequence during subsequence transfer task (load #2, #3, and #4) and their corresponding points on Twisting Angle graph

Dynamic hip twist results in more symmetrical lower back twisting magnitude whereas fixated hip twist results in asymmetrical lower back twisting magnitude. In a related study conducted by Granata and Marras (1995) on development of Electromyogram (EMG) assisted model for trunk loading, increasing asymmetric twist during lifting will result in increasing internal shear and compression force exerted by intervertebral discs in lower back region [24]. Over long task duration and numerous repetitions, the likelihood for intervertebral discs to acquire damages leading to lower back injury is higher in asymmetric lifting as compared to symmetric lifting [25, 26].

In similar experimental study conducted by Mehta (2013) on the effect of different transfer heights and distances on spine kinematics, separating the lift’s origin and destination is demonstrated to encourage workers to stepped and turned their entire bodies thus reducing bending and twisting [20]. In this study, however, while it is true that subjects step and turn in large transfer distance, some still tended to plant their feet midway when repetition was needed. This pattern was generally true for subjects categorized in group 2.
At small transfer distance where space is limited, subjects stepped and turned however only up to a certain limit due to limited leg clearance. As shown in Figure 8, hip twist angle is observed to be less than 90° from subjects’ starting position. As a result, subjects’ upper body adopted twist motion more dominantly in one direction to compensate their lower body limitation. As transfer distance increases and space permits, hip twist angle increases thus creating more balanced lower back twisting behavior in both left and right direction.

**Figure 8** Different hip twist angles are observed at short transfer distance (top, <90°) and long transfer distance (bottom, ≈90°)

In repetitive manual handling activity, subjects typically place themselves at the midpoint between lifting origin and destination. As transfer distance increases, reaching distance increases thus forcing subjects to adopt poor bending posture at significantly higher degree to compensate longer reaching distance [26]. An industrial-based experiment conducted by Marras and Granata (1997) on EMG-assisted model to assess spine loading demonstrated that internal spine compression and shear loading increases as trunk extension motion and velocity increases [13]. Increasing internal spine loading shows that lower back bending posture during MMH task may increase the risk of lower back disorder.

Due the repetitive nature of the MMH task, subjects naturally tend to plant their feet at midpoint range between Station 1 (origin) and Station 2 (destination). By adopting more upper body twist and bend, the time taken to travel between origin and destination is minimized thus slightly decreasing task completion time [26]. This scenario comes at a risk when done repetitively without adequate recovery time. Repetitive lower back motion could speed up the wear and tear effect on subject’s intervertebral disc leading to the development of WMSDs in the lumbar region [27, 28, 29]. Further study integrating single and cumulative exposure time with axial spine twisting and bending is envisioned to be beneficial in determining the risk of developing lower back injury during MMH task.

The difference between lifting strategies observed across subjects in this study is not necessarily a new finding. In a study on different lifting strategies during repetitive palletizing task, Plamondon et. al. (2014) found out that expert and novice workers adopted different lifting strategies during said task with the experts showing better lower back posture as opposed to the novices [21]. Another study conducted by Chen (2000) on lifting dynamics a publication looks into greater details in the space mappings of hip and wrist during similar manual transfer task and found that as transfer distance increases, space requirement for hip and wrist movement also increases on certain levels. Hence, the optimum transfer distance was found to be between 0.75m to 1.00m in order to balance lower back twisting and bending behavior of workers.

**4.0 CONCLUSION**

This study provides lower back twisting and bending behavior during manual handling activity at different transfer distances. Overall twisting pattern across different subjects showed maximum twisting magnitude at shortest transfer distance (0.5 m) and reduced twisting magnitude at longest transfer distance (1.25 m). On the other hand, overall lower back bending magnitude was minimum at shortest
transfer distance (0.5 m) and maximum at longest transfer distance (1.25 m). Based on the observation of twisting angle and bending angle trend, it was generally distinctive to suggest that increasing transfer distance results in decreasing twisting angle and increasing bending angle. Statistical analyses in this study suggest the optimum transfer distance to be between 0.75 m to 1.00 m to balance lower back twisting and bending behavior of workers. In front-end workstation design involving repetitive manual handling activities, it is important for engineers to select an optimum transfer distance that reduces and balances between low back twisting and bending, thus minimize workers’ exposure on risk to lower back injury.
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